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Name Marie Prebble 

 

Date of birth 27/04/1988 

Age (at 22/04/19) 30 

Region NSA South East Region 

Address 
Boyington Court Farm, Swingfield, 

Dover, Kent, CT15 7HD 

Phone Number 07702 043585 

Email Address marie@kentshepherd.co.uk 
 

NSA membership number, if a member 25406 

Valid UK passport and full driving licence Yes 

Longer-term commitment than just travelling overseas Yes 

Health concerns or travel restrictions 
The best time for me to travel will be August-

February (several shorter trips not one long one) 

due to lambing, shearing and making hay 
 

Application Questions  

1. What is your current involvement in the sheep sector and what are your future plans? 

I have a flock of 550 breeding Romneys on our MoD tenanted farm in Kent, which I have built up 

over the past 7 years, buying females from other local farmers and breeding my own replacements. 

I use high index Romney, Lleyn and Texel rams and sell crossbred females from the farm and 

wethers are sold store and finished through Ashford market, and to a butcher who buys whole 

carcasses from the local abattoir. I also sell directly to lamb box customers, a venture I plan to 

expand with the potential for opening 'The Sheep Shed' pop-up farm shop nearby. The system i run 

is high welfare, fairly extensive and entirely pasture based, with concentrates only being fed to 

multiple-bearing ewes before lambing. All lambs are finished from pasture alone. My aim is to 

become well-known as a breeder of high-performance commercial Romneys and maternal 

crossbred sheep, producing consistent carcasses to market specification. I am a keen sheep 

shearer and next season plan to take on a shearing run from the contractor I currently work with. I 

enjoy taking part in shearing competitions around the UK and would like to improve my 

woolhandling skills. I will be travelling to compete in the Shearing World Championships in France 

this July, which could provide the first element of my study tour. I enjoy providing shearing 

demonstrations at public events to educate people about sheep and wool production. I hope to run 

shearing courses from home in the next few years and perhaps even become a Wool Board 

Instructor one day. I shear my own ewes and all my lambs as I believe it improves their welfare, 

growth rates and finishing time. I plan to improve the performance recording within my own flock, 

and aim to employ a part time shepherd and seasonal shearer to enable me to expand my 

shepherding business, known as Kent Shepherd. Balancing the demands of running a farm at home 

and working as a contractor in order to make money entirely from sheep going forward presents 

challenge that I will relish. I will need to be innovative in my approach in order to succeed. I am a 

member of the NSA South East Region committee and a previous NSA next generation ambassador. 



2. What topic would you like to study, why is it relevant to your sheep farming situation and how 

would you implement any findings within your own sheep farming situation? 

The topic I wish to study is 'Practical considerations for welfare during shearing in the Northern 

Hemisphere'.  

There will be several elements to this subject area, including:  

 Provision of infrastructure such as sheds and suitable penning. The use of handling systems 

and shearing trailers.  

 Implications of shearing in the field (full sheep straight off grass: welfare of shearers due to 

heat, handling heavier animals and hazard of faeces on shearing board; welfare of sheep having 

full guts, as well as impacts of dirty or poorly prepared fleeces on wool clip value)  

 Issues surrounding the timing of shearing. Should we be shearing so early (now often in early 

May instead of end of June/July) in terms of sticky fleeces affecting wool quality and ease of 

shearing and its impact on sheep welfare and shearer's physical health. Also, regarding flystrike- 

ability of farmers to manage shearing timings- should we shear twice per year to reduce reliance 

on chemical control? Balancing welfare with economics of farming. Issues surrounding exposure 

to chemical products in wool- lasting impact of product on fleece quality. Correct observation of 

no-shear withdrawal time for human health?  

 Managing biosecurity at shearing time. Realistic expectations of contractor procedures such as 

disinfecting equipment, trailers and clothing between flocks. What more can be done? Practical 

considerations managing numerous smaller flocks in a single day. Should more farmers be 

learning to shear their own flocks? Should farmers and shearers be taking biosecurity more 

seriously to prevent spread of contagious diseases such as Scab, Lice and CLA?  

 Lamb shearing. Impacts of shearing for improved welfare and growth vs. end sale value of 

sheep 

 The importance of natural fibre in the environmental sustainability debate. Public perception of 

wool harvesting and promoting best practice on farm and at shows. Issues surrounding sheep 

husbandry and handling. 

Much about wool harvesting has been studied in Australia and New Zealand where designated 

Woolsheds are the norm. I believe there is much knowledge to be gained by studying sheep systems 

at shearing time in the UK, France, Norway and Sweden, Iceland, and the USA/Canada to benefit 

both myself as a sheep farmer and shearing contractor directly, and the Sheep Industry more 

widely. I will be able to see for myself examples of best practice, learn from my experiences, and 

implement my findings positively and communicate them clearly to all those involved in sheep and 

wool production. 

3. What do you already know about your chosen topic and its relevance to the UK sheep sector? 

How might you share the practical findings with other sheep farmers? 

Having been farming sheep at home for the past ten years and shearing sheep for the past seven 

years I have built up some knowledge of the current practices in the UK at shearing time. I have 

worked on sheep stations around New Zealand and spent a season shearing there two years ago, 

so I can appreciate how differently things are done elsewhere. I have wanted to shear in Norway 

and Iceland since I met shearers from those countries during previous work. I have a Canadian 

shearer coming to shear with me this season so will be interested to hear how things are done 

there. The shearing community is a global one and contacts are easily made and kept current by 

online shearing forums. There is a strong willingness to share information and experiences to 

improve outcomes for everyone. The science of wool production has been well-studied and is 

implemented impressively in New Zealand and Australia where they export high-value superfine 

wools to China for example. The Campaign for Wool has done much to celebrate Wool as a 

sustainable natural fibre and ethical alternative to synthetics. However, some barriers are still faced 

regarding perception of wool production, and public attitudes to sheep farming in general could be 

improved. Knowledge of best practice at shearing time can definitely be improved amongst UK 

farmers and shearing contractors to the benefit of sheep welfare and promoting a better image of 

the shearing industry. This is necessary to improve demand for British wool products. I will 



communicate my findings throughout the sheep and shearing Industry perhaps by producing a 

Woolclip bulletin to be published in NSA Sheep Farmer magazine and distributed to producers by 

British Wool, the NAAC, and handed out at markets and agricultural shows, and given to sheep 

shearers on the competitions circuits. Electronic copies of reports and findings and perhaps an 

online forum could be made available to continue this work into the future. The 'Industry Guidance 

on Shearing' document recently produced by NSA and other organisations should provide the 

starting point for research and further publications. Support from all agricultural aligned 

organisations will be utilised where possible. Social media should also be used. 

4. Please outline your travel plans – where do you plan to go, for how long and to see what, and 

what will the various components roughly cost? 

At the time of writing I plan to visit France in July for the sheep shearing World Championships to 

meet farmers and shearers from across the globe; I will produce a questionnaire in advance to 

circulate at that event to collect qualitative data on current practices at shearing time in various 

countries. I will go to Norway in October during the peak of their main shearing and could work in 

shearing sheds around the country to meet farmers and contractors to observe current practice. I 

have contacts on farms in Sweden also should those be required. I would like to visit Iceland as I 

know their climate and landscape provides particular challenges to sheep production and learning 

how those are overcome will be interesting for my study. It is possible to follow up my existing 

contacts in Canada and the USA without having to actually visit in order to manage travel costs and 

realistic time away from my own farm. A lot of knowledge can be gained by asking for the generosity 

of others farmers' time to share with me their experience and perhaps provide photos and 

explanations of shearing practices. I will certainly wish to travel as extensively as possible in the UK 

particularly in the hill farming areas of Scotland, Wales and Northern England, where vast areas of 

land and bigger sheep flocks are managed quite differently to those I have experience of in the 

lowlands of Southern England. I will be able to produce an online format of a questionnaire that can 

be circulated to farmers and shearers and results collated and analysed. Flights to Norway for a 

week in October are currently priced around £150. Flights to Iceland for a week in November (after I 

have put the rams out) currently priced around £100. I am aware the living costs in Scandinavia and 

Iceland are quite high so funds will be required for the duration of my stay. If I were to drive around 

Scotland I would look at getting the train up then hiring a car for the duration rather than putting 

miles on my farm truck. This can cost a few hundred pounds depending on duration. I would look to 

travel North to experience the end of the shearing season there in late July/early August. Further 

allocation of funds will be required if my applications is successful. 

5. The Staple has a particular interest in wool production and the related textile industry. If your 

study topic is not directly linked to wool, what might you learn about wool on your travels? 

Fortunately The Staple and I share a common interest as wool production is my main study topic. 

6. What appealed to you about this award and what makes you a suitable candidate? How will 

you make the most of the opportunity? 

I first heard about the award online during the middle of lambing so I shared the post with several 

friends and didn't think too much more about it. After delaying (although not deliberately to the 

deadline) and with the benefit of an actual night's sleep in a wool-lined bed I have realised I need to 

apply for the travel bursary as my particular interests are totally in line with what the NSA and The 

Staple hope to achieve in providing this incredible opportunity. It would be an honour and privilege 

to be the recipient of it in Sam Wharry's name, as he was such an enthusiast for the next generation 

of sheep farmers. I will dedicate energy and enthusiasm to the project and be committed to 

researching and reporting my findings as widely as possible. For my undergraduate dissertation I 

interviewed 40 farmers about their farming practices and that was before I became a farmer myself. 

Now with extensive contacts in the sheep farming and shearing industry I can put my Environmental 

Sciences background to great use in studying 'Practical considerations for welfare during shearing 

in the Northern Hemisphere' by connecting animal, social and environmental sciences with their 

practical applications on farm. It will be possible to gather a good amount of qualitative data from 

first-hand experiences of shearing practices and extensive interviews with farmers in a short time 

period, to inform recommendations and guidance for the Industry going forward. 
 


